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Abstract. This article analyses that state responsibility in international law is contractual liability, as a state infringes its obligations to another state (states), stemming out of international law. Member State liability in damages to a private party for breach of European Union law is, contrarily, non-contractual liability to a private party. Having analysed the elements of internationally wrongful act, it is stated that the elements of internationally wrongful act can be used to determine the elements of breach of the European Union law. Thus if an international court declares that a state committed an internationally wrongful act, it would be possible to maintain that the elements of breach of the European Union law are met as well. The author of this article notes that it is very important to identify a particular state institution, which has infringed the European Union or international law, as not attributing to the state the acts of the state institution under the European Union or international law, there should be no possibility to apply state liability in damages to a private party for breach of the European Union law or state responsibility in international law – the state can be liable only for acts of its institutions. This article also analyses the cases where application
of both Member State’s liability in damages to a private party for breach of the European Union law and state responsibility in international could be possible. In such case a private party can suffer damages if a Member State breaches an international agreement, concluded by the European Union, imposing particular obligations on that Member State. Therefore, it is ascertained that a private party should not have to prove the second condition of liability—sufficient seriousness of the breach\(^1\) — if an international court foremost states that a Member State committed an internationally wrongful act—breached its obligation arising out of an international agreement entered into by the European Union. Such an infringement would be considered to be as sufficiently serious per se.
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**Introduction**

This article analyses that state liability is being recognised both in the European Union (hereinafter referred to as the EU) and international law. State responsibility\(^2\) in international law can be understood in a broad sense and a narrow sense. It is emphasised that in its broad sense, state responsibility in international law comprises three institutes: firstly, state responsibility for internationally wrongful acts; secondly, state responsibility for the damage caused by lawful acts; thirdly, liability of natural persons for the crimes against peace, humanity and war crimes. With regard to state responsibility in a narrow sense, we take into consideration state responsibility for internationally wrongful acts\(^3\).

It can be seen that Member State liability in damages for the breach of EU law (hereinafter referred to as state liability in damages) is related to state responsibility for internationally wrongful acts (hereinafter referred to as state responsibility). This conclusion is drawn from the fact that state liability for damages and state responsibility are invoked in case the infringement of law is being proved. Since the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union\(^4\) (hereinafter referred to as the Treaty) establishes a possibility for the EU to conclude various international treaties, which can impose particular duties on Member States, situations when a Member State infringes both EU and international law can arise in practice. The Court of Justice of the European Union

---

1 The subject matter of this article is not the analysis of conditions of state liability in damages to a private party for breach of the European Union law. The conditions for liability are: the rule of the European Union law infringed confers rights on private parties; the breach is sufficiently serious; there is a direct causal link between the breach and the damage.

2 With regard to state liability in international law, we usually use the term state responsibility.


(hereinafter referred to as the Court) has also stressed the relationship between state liability in damages and state responsibility⁵. Therefore, the link between the above-mentioned two types of liability must be comprehensively disclosed.

The subject-matter of this research is relevant in both scientific and practical approaches. It has to be stressed that the legal authors, e.g. P. Kūris, V. Vadapalas, V. Valančius, M. Dixon, I. Brownlie, K. Zemanek, M. Bedjaoui, R. Wolfrum and others analysed the topic of state responsibility, however, they did not examine the issues of the relationship of state liability in damages and state responsibility. Some aspects of the relationship between state liability in damages and state responsibility are being distinguished by G. Conway and P. Gasparon, but this analysis is not comprehensive, a detailed scientific research is missing. Thus the problems of the relationship between state liability in damages and state responsibility are not identified, the methods of their resolution are also not clear. According to what has been said, it can be emphasised that the research conducted in this article comprehensively examines the above-mentioned issues.

The aim of this research is to analyse the relationship between state liability in damages and state responsibility comprehensively and thoroughly, disclose crucial theoretical and practical problems related to these two types of liability.

The subject-matter of this research is the relationship between state liability in damages and state responsibility according to the jurisprudence of international courts, the Court, legal doctrine, the Treaty, Draft articles on responsibility of states for internationally wrongful acts (hereinafter referred to as Draft Articles)⁶. This subject-matter can be attained using logical-analytical, systemical analytical, theological, comparative, historical, linguistic methods, the method of analysis of cases of international courts and of the Court.

1. The Terms State Liability and State Responsibility

The first question that must be determined when analysing the relationship between state liability in damages and state responsibility concerns the definitions used in order to define these two types of liability.

---

⁵ Case C-46/93 and C-48/93, Brasserie du pêcheur and Factortame, ECR I-1029; para. 34; Case C-224/01, Köbler v. Austria, ECR I-10239, para. 32.

With regard to the terms used for defining state liability in damages for breach of EU law in the English language, the terms such as *member state liability*, *state liability*, *state liability in damages* are found in the case-law of the Court. The same definition is being used in the English legal doctrine. In the Draft Articles, state liability for internationally wrongful acts is referred to as *state responsibility* (in the English language). The term *state responsibility* can be encountered in the case-law of international courts, and in the English legal doctrine as well.

According to K. Zemanek, the terms *state liability* and *state responsibility* are identical, therefore, they can be used as synonyms. That author states that the term *state responsibility* is a classical one, which is used in the doctrine of international law. The term *state liability* is used in international law for the purpose of stressing the application of state liability for lawful acts or in case it is referred to only one form of liability – the recovery of damages. This point of view is reflected in the Draft principles on the allocation of loss in the case of transboundary harm arising out of hazardous activities, prepared by the International Law Commission.

---

7 Case C-278/05, *Robins and other*, ECR I-1053, para. 69; Case C-452/06, *Synthon*, ECR I-7681, para. 35.
Taking into consideration all the referred above, it can be stated that the terms state liability and state responsibility in English, must be distinguished in international law. The term state responsibility is considered to be broader than the term state liability, because state responsibility comprises not only the recovery of damages, but other types of liability (not only pecuniary) as well – restitution, satisfaction, countermeasures\(^{14}\). The term state liability, in its turn, is being used only in terms of damage caused by lawful acts of the state itself.

In the German as well as in the English international legal terminology, different terms are used for defining state responsibility for internationally wrongful acts and state responsibility for the damage caused by lawful acts, namely Staatenverantwortlichkeit and Staatenhaftung\(^{15}\). When analysing the EU legal doctrine and the case-law of the Court in German language it can be seen that the term Staatshaftung defining state liability in damages is used\(^{16}\).

In the Court’s judgments and the legal doctrine in the French language, the only term, La responsabilité de l’Etat is used for stressing state responsibility for internationally wrongful acts, state responsibility for the damage caused by lawful acts and state liability in damages for breach of EU law\(^{17}\).

In the Lithuanian legal literature different terms can be found: the term state liability in damages for the breach of EU law\(^{18}\) and the term state responsibility for the breaches of international law\(^{19}\).

It is obvious that all above-mentioned terms, defining state responsibility in international law, show a different nature of this type of responsibility, the purpose of its application in comparison to state liability in damages. Consequently, state responsibility must be understood in a broader sense than state liability in damages, because it comprises many different types of liability (not only monetary) and is not limited only to the recovery of damages.

2. Other Differences Between State Liability in Damages and State Responsibility

The International Law Commission stresses that state responsibility creates a legal relationship in accordance with international law, for illegal acts of the state between

---

\(^{14}\) Draft articles on responsibility of states for internationally wrongful acts, with commentaries, *supra* note 6.


\(^{17}\) Bedjaoui, M., *supra* note 12, p. 212.


\(^{19}\) Vadapalas, V., *supra* note 3, p. 382.
the state, which suffered damage, and the state, which made an internationally wrongful act. This legal relationship can also affect other actors of international law and can be asserted as the duty of the state, which infringed international law, to apply restitution or compensation or confer a right to apply a sanction, allowed by an international law, for the guilty state. State liability in damages encompasses a legal relationship between the state, which infringed EU law, and the private party, who suffered damage due to the breach of EU law. Obviously, from this point of view state liability in damages and state responsibility differ as well.

Attention must be paid to one more aspect of the interplay of state liability in damages and state responsibility. State liability in damages is a non-contractual (tortious) liability to a private party: the actors of this legal relationship are not linked with any contractual obligations. On the contrary, state responsibility shows various infringements of the duties falling on the states under international law: breaches of contractual (bilateral, multilateral), other obligations arising from international law (for example, international customs, decisions of international courts). P. Kūris states that the infringement by the state of the legal norm of international law is called an international tort (delict) in the opinion of the International Law Commission, an English term tort (delict) cannot be used in this context as this is the term of national law that can be found in private law. For this purpose a French term fait internationalement illicite (internationally wrongful act) can be used, which shows that a state breached its international obligations by illegal acts. It is also important to stress that according to the legal provisions of the Draft Articles, state responsibility is applied not only for having infringed the interests of the state, but also for having infringed the interests of the whole community of states – principles of international law important for all the states (jus cogens legal norms).

In summary, it can be alleged that state responsibility is a contractual liability, as a state infringes its obligation (obligations) to another state (states), stemming from international law. This legal obligation may be written or unwritten. To the contrary, state liability in damages is a non-contractual liability to a private party.

Draft articles on responsibility of states for internationally wrongful acts, with commentaries, supra note 6.
Draft articles on responsibility of states for internationally wrongful acts, with commentaries, supra note 6. It must be stressed that Article 40 of the Draft Articles is applied for determining severe breach of obligations, established by international imperative legal norms. These are not international crimes causing international criminal liability of natural persons.

---


3. Similarities of State Liability in Damages and State Responsibility

Despite the above-mentioned differences of state liability in damages and state responsibility, these two types of liability are interrelated. It must be noted that the Court linked these two types of liability in its judgments in *Brasserie* and *Köbler* cases. The Court ruled that when applying state responsibility, a state can be understood as an unanimous formation irrespective of what state institution (legislative, executive or judicial) infringed international law. This rule, according to the Court, can be obtained in EU law as well when the question of the application of state liability in damages is being adjudicated, as all state institutions must observe the requirements of EU law\(^\text{24}\). This position is also supported by advocate general Leger in his opinion in *Köbler*. The advocate general stressed that acts of any state institution must be considered as acts attributable to the state under international law, irrespective whether this institution is legislative, executive or judicial, what place it holds in the system of state institutions, and whether it belongs to central or local (territorial) government (authority)\(^\text{25}\). Therefore, it is obvious that the most important similarity unifying state liability in damages and state responsibility, is the concept of the state as an unanimous formation. It is undoubted that such a broad definition of the term *state* is intercepted in EU law from international law, namely state responsibility for internationally wrongful acts.

In order to explain the meaning of the term *state*, the term *internationally wrongful act* must be analysed. According to Article 1 of the Draft Articles, state responsibility arises for the commitment of an *internationally wrongful act*. This is the basis of the application of state responsibility, no special conditions for liability must be proved\(^\text{26}\). With reference to article 2 of the Draft Articles, a state commits an internationally wrongful act if its *acts (both actions and omissions) can be attributed to this state under international law and constitute a breach of an international obligation of the state*. Consequently, it can be affirmed that an internationally wrongful act comprises two integral parts, which must be proved for the state responsibility to apply. Firstly, the acts must be attributed to the state under international law. Secondly, these acts infringe international obligations of the state. In legal doctrine, those parts of internationally wrongful acts are called *elements of internationally wrongful act*, and not conditions for liability, thereby stressing the differences of state liability in national and international law\(^\text{27}\). In consideration of that, the term *elements of internationally wrongful act* is further used in the text of this article.

\(^{24}\) Case C-46/93 ir C-48/93, *Brasserie du pêcheur and Factortame*, ECR I-1029; para. 34; Case C-224/01, *Köbler v. Austria*, ECR I-10239, para. 32.

\(^{25}\) Opinion of advocate general Leger, delivered in Case C-224/01, *Köbler v. Austria*, ECR I-10239, para. 47.


\(^{27}\) Vadapalas, V., *supra* note 3, p. 398.
In order to establish whether the same elements of the breach of EU law can be used when solving the question of application of state liability in damages, it is essential to properly disclose the content of such elements.

3.1. The First Element of an Internationally Wrongful Act – Acts Attributable to the State under International Law

This element of an internationally wrongful act is embedded in Chapter II (Articles 4–11 of the Draft Articles), it shows that particular acts can be attributed to the state. After analysing those provisions, it can be seen that attribution of acts to the state helps answering the question whether a particular subject can be considered as a state institution that infringed international law, and for what acts of state institutions state responsibility can be invoked.

Article 4 of the Draft Articles confirms that the main criterion for the determination of whether a particular party can be considered to be a state institution, is the performance of state functions (functional criterion). For that reason, this term comprises all major state institutions – legislative, executive and judicial, which ordinarily perform state functions in that state. Other provisions of the Draft Articles extend the term state institutions to include such persons, the group of persons or other subjects who according to the law are delegated to execute particular state functions and who examine state functions under the control of the state (regulatory criterion). Thus, the main criterion for deciding whether a particular subject is considered to be a state institution, is the examination of state functions, which are being defined taking into account the fact whether such a person examining the particular actions behaved as the representative of the state. If the examination of state functions is delegated to such a person according to the law and that person was controlled by the state, it could be concluded that the person acted as a state institution.

Thus, neither the position of a state institution in the system of state institutions nor the execution of acts delegated by another state institution is important to conclude that particular acts of a state institution should be attributed to the state. Even the violation of the limits of competence of a state institution is not important for stating that particular acts of a state institution should be attributed to the state – this is established by Article 7 of the Draft Articles and confirmed in the practice of international courts and the legal doctrine.

Some authors maintain that state responsibility is possible only in cases where the state institution acted within the limits of its competence (the limits of competence should be determined according to national law). It should be purposeful to approve the opinion that state responsibility is possible also in case a state institution exceeded the...

30 Zemanek, K., supra note 12, p. 224.
31 Dixon, M., supra note 3, p. 235.
limits of its competence as, by contrast, the state would be able to evade its responsibility. Thus it should be possible to apply state responsibility both when state institutions acted within the limits of their competence and when the limits of competence were exceeded, for instance, a state institution exercised the functions that had to be executed by another state institution.

In order to attribute particular acts to the state, it is essential to answer the question as to the acts of state institutions for which state responsibility could be applied. Both the Draft Articles and the practice of international courts confirm that international law can be infringed by legislative\(^{32}\), executive\(^ {33}\), judicial\(^ {34}\), local (regional) authorities\(^ {35}\), the institutions of federal subjects\(^ {36}\), any person or group of persons\(^ {37}\), the rebels acting in such situations, where there are no state institutions or where they exercise no activities\(^ {38}\). Obviously, it is possible to apply state responsibility for the acts of many different subjects considered to be state institutions.

The first element of an internationally wrongful act is called subjective as it helps identifying a particular state institution that has committed an internationally wrongful act and whose acts can be attributed to the state\(^ {39}\). Thus it is stressed that international law was infringed by the state, but not by any other subject of international law. As R. Wolfrum states, it is in all senses important to pay attention to the fact, whether a particular state institution can be recognised as acting\(^ {40}\). Consequently, no doubts should exist as to whether a particular state institution exercised particular actions infringing international law.

In summary, it is also very important to identify a particular state institution that has infringed EU law, as having not attributed the acts of the state institution to the state under EU law, there should be no possibility to apply state liability in damages – the state can be liable only for the acts of its institutions. When applying state liability in damages, the term state institution must also be interpreted broadly and should not be

\(^{32}\) German Settlers in Poland (Advisory Opinion, P.C.I.J. Reports 1923); Rights of Nationals of the United States of America in Morocco (France v. United States of America) (Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1952).


\(^{39}\) Bedjaoui, M., supra note 12, p. 213.

\(^{40}\) Wolfrum, R., supra note 26, p. 1399.
limited to acts in breach of EU law of only three main state institutions – legislative, executive and judicial.

3.2. The Second Element of an Internationally Wrongful Act – Breach of an International Obligation of the State

The second element of an internationally wrongful act, which should be proved for the state responsibility to apply, is the breach of an international obligation of the state (Articles 12–15 of the Draft Articles). The breach of an international obligation of the state occurs when acts of the state are not in conformity with what is required of it by that obligation, regardless of its origin or character. This element of an internationally wrongful act is called objective, as it stresses that both – the infringement of an international obligation, regardless of its origin or character \(41\) and the breach of the state of a particular (concrete) international obligation \(42\) – are important.

According to the International Law Commission, the term origin in this context must be understood as the process, in which an international obligation is being created. That can be an international treaty \(43\), international custom \(44\), common law principle (\textit{jus cogens} legal norm) establishing obligations for all the community of the states \(45\), unilateral act of the state \(46\), decision of international court or another institution, named in the international treaty \(47\). The international obligation of the state can also be infringed both by actions or omissions \(48\). Consequently, the origin of international obligation shows the external form of expression of this obligation. It is irrelevant what international obligation of the state was infringed. The most important fact is that having committed such a breach, state responsibility should be invoked against the state.

In order to determine the term breach of an international obligation, the International Law Commission distinguishes all obligations according to obligations of conduct and obligations of results \(49\). International courts use a similar classification by distinguishing international obligations of conduct, obligations of performance and obligations of result \(50\). Accordingly, if the origin of an international obligation shows the form of this obligation, then the character of such an obligation reflects the content of the legal provisions of the obligation – duties of the state.

\(41\) Wolfrum, R., supra note 26, p. 1402.
\(42\) Bedjaoui, M., supra note 12, p. 213.
\(47\) Draft articles on responsibility of states for internationally wrongful acts, with commentaries, supra note 6.
\(48\) United States Diplomatic and Consular Staff in Teheran (United States of America v. Iran) (Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1980).
\(49\) Draft articles on responsibility of states for internationally wrongful acts, with commentaries, supra note 6.
State responsibility arises regardless of the duties imposed on the state by a particular international obligation. R. Wolfrum draws attention to the fact that the breach of obligations established in civil contracts between a state and a private party is not a breach of international obligation of the state. For that reason, state responsibility cannot be invoked for non-execution of such obligations. That is a correct remark, as having infringed civil contracts, the forms of liability established in national law are being applied (forfeit, recovery of damages, interest), and state responsibility cannot be invoked for the infringements of civil legal norms.

Taking into consideration the above, the following conclusions can be made. Firstly, having ascertained that a particular subject is considered to be a state institution, whose acts can be attributed to the state, it is essential to establish that that state institution has infringed the duty of the state imposed by the EU. Secondly, in the event of failure to prove the infringement of the duty imposed by the EU, there should be no possibility to apply state liability in damages, as the state can be liable only for the obligations incumbent on that state under EU law. Thirdly, state liability in damages could also be applied irrespective of the infringed duties arising from the EU law.

4. Cases when Both State Liability in Damages and State Responsibility Can Be Applied

Having determined the elements of an internationally wrongful act and ascertained the way that they help defining the breach of EU law, it is useful to exclude cases where both state liability in damages and state responsibility can be applied.

According to the Article 216(2) of the Treaty, international treaties concluded by the EU, become obligatory for EU institutions and the Member States. Thus, such international treaties form an integral part of the EU legal system and therefore are mandatory for the Member States. Therefore, if a Member States fails to comply with the legal provisions of such an international treaty, which imposes upon a Member State, as the member of the EU, particular duties and a private party suffers damage due to that fact, state liability in damages can arise. From another point of view, this international treaty, being an important source of such international obligations, imposes duties on that Member State as a subject of international law. Consequently, if a Member State fails to observe the duties established in such an international treaty, the responsibility of that state for internationally wrongful act may arise.

The Court has never examined cases where both state liability in damages and state responsibility should arise. By generalising the opinions of different legal authors, the following cases can be distinguished:

1) *A Member State breaches a duty arising out of an international treaty, which is concluded by the EU and this Member State from one side*. One of the most
common international treaties entered into by the EU are the so-called *mixed agreements*, concluded by both the EU and the EU Member States from one side.\(^{53}\) Such international agreements impose concrete obligations not only on EU, but on EU Member States as well.\(^ {54}\) Hence where a Member State breaches the legal provisions of the above-mentioned treaties, state liability in damages for a private party can arise.

2) *A Member State infringes a duty arising from an international treaty, which is concluded by the EU only from one side.* EU also enters into such international treaties, which are concluded by the EU on one part, and third countries of the other part (Member States are not parties to such international agreements). If it is established that a Member State infringed its particular duty enshrined in such international treaty, the question of application of state liability in damages could be solved.\(^ {55}\)

Taking into consideration the above, it could be stated that the aforesaid cases, where both state liability in damages and state responsibility could be applied, are related to a failure by the Member States to execute their duties stemming from EU law. If such obligations (enshrined in an international treaty) have been breached, damage can be suffered not only by a private party, as such an infringement could affect the legal rights and interests of other states (both the EU Member States and third countries). Therefore, it is possible that the question of the breach of a particular obligation arising out of such an international agreement, could be solved both in international court by applying state responsibility and in national court by applying state liability in damages. In that case a private party should not have to prove the second condition for liability — sufficient seriousness of the breach — if an international court foremost states that a Member State committed an internationally wrongful act — breached its obligation arising out of an international agreement entered into by the EU. Such an infringement would be considered as sufficiently serious *per se*.

### Conclusions

1. The term *state responsibility* in international law is considered to be broader than the term *state liability*, for the reason that state responsibility comprises not only the recovery of damages, but also others types of liability (not only monetary) — restitution, satisfaction, countermeasures. The term *state liability*, in turn, is being used when we talk only about the damage made by lawful acts of the state itself. State responsibility is a contractual liability, as a state infringes its obligation (obligations) to the other state

---

53 Case C-53/96, Hermes, ECR I-3603; Case C-416/96, Nour Eddline El-Yassini, ECR I-1209; Case C-265/03, Igor Simutenkov, ECR I-2579; Case T-30/99, Bocchi, ECR II-943.


55 Ibid., p. 684–685.

56 As mentioned above, the analysis of conditions for state liability in damages is not the subject-matter of this article.
(states), stemming out of international law. To the contrary, state liability in damages is a non-contractual liability to a private party.

2. The elements of an internationally wrongful act can be used to determine the elements of the breach of EU law: attributing the acts of a state institution to the state (the breach of EU law was committed by the state institution, whose acts can be considered as acts of the state under EU law) and establish the infringement of the duty of the state, arising from EU law. Thus, in case an international court declares that a state committed an internationally wrongful act, i.e. the above-mentioned two elements of an internationally wrongful act are satisfied, it would be possible to maintain that the elements of the breach of EU law are met as well.

3. It is very important to identify a particular state institution that has infringed EU law, as having not attributed the acts of the state institution to the state under EU law, there should be no possibility to apply state liability in damages – the state can be liable only for the acts of its institutions. When applying state liability in damages, the term state institution must also be interpreted broadly and should not be limited to EU law infringing acts of only three main state institutions – legislative, executive and judicial.

4. Having ascertained that a particular subject is considered to be a state institution, whose acts can be attributed to the state, it should be essential to establish that this state institution has infringed the duty of the state imposed on it by the EU. In the event of failure to prove the infringement of the duty imposed by the EU, there should be no possibility to apply state liability in damages, as the state can be liable only for what is obligatory for that state under EU law. Thirdly, state liability in damages could also be applied irrespective of the infringed duties arising from EU law.

5. Cases where both state liability in damages and state responsibility could be applied, are related to a failure by the Member States to execute their duties stemming from an international treaty concluded by the EU. If such obligations (enshrined in an international treaty) have been breached, damage can be suffered by a private party. In that case, a private party should not have to prove the second condition for liability – sufficient seriousness of the breach – if an international court foremost states that a Member State committed an internationally wrongful act – breached its obligation arising out of an international agreement entered into by the EU. Such an infringement would be considered as sufficiently serious per se.
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VALSTYBĖS ATSAKOMYBĖS UŽ ŽALĄ PAŽEIDUS EUROPOS SĄJUNGOS TEISĘ RYŠYS SU VALSTYBĖS ATSAKOMYBE UŽ TARPTAUTINĖS TEISĖS PAŽEIDIMUS

Agnė Vaitkevičiūtė
Mykolo Romerio universitetas, Lietuva

Santrauka. Šiame straipsnyje nagrinėjama, jog valstybės atsakomybė pripažįstama tiek Europos Sąjungos (toliau – ES), tiek tarptautinėje teisėje. Nurodoma, jog valstybės atsakomybė tarptautinėje teisėje yra suprantama plačiau nei valstybės atsakomybė už žalą asmeniui ES teisėje, nes valstybės atsakomybė tarptautinėje teisėje apima ne tik žalos atlyginimą, bet ir kita atsakomybės formos (nebūtinai pinigines) – restituiciją, satisfakciją, atsakomasias prie-


Reikšminiai žodžiai: Valstybės atsakomybė už žalą, ES teisės pažeidimas, žalos atlyginimas, valstybės atsakomybė už tarptautinės teisės pažeidimus, tarptautinės teisės pažeidimas, tarptautinės teisės pažeidimo elementai, ES teisės pažeidimo elementai.